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Why do you need to write cribs?
1. According to psychologists, when writing the crib is triggered by visual and engine memory, that
is, the student arbitrarily remembers most of the written part. So, not particularly tense, while writing
the crib you can assimilate most of the information reflected on the sheet and the material passed.

2. Very often students on the exam, experiencing a feeling of deep stress, completely forget all the
information that was on the eve of so tightly and deeply learned. But in time, adding your memory in
time, you can refresh your memory and adjust the answer to the question delivered in the exam
ticket.

3. The crib with proper use allows you to pass the exam on perfectly, the main thing is to safely hide
it and use it at the right time. Even an unprepared student in the presence of such a handwritten
prompts can surprise the examination committee by its deep knowledge and maximum
enlightenment in the Topic Topic.

4. Many students simply write cribs for their confidence, but do not use them when surrender. This is
a kind of stability that, in the extreme case, is where to high. This gives not only self-confidence and
their knowledge, but also inner calm that the exam will be successful.

5. The crib is an old good tradition, which is transmitted from one generation of students to another,
so it is very important at least several times in their student life to take advantage of such a
traditional tip. For example, for curiosity or excitement, and for more than unpreparedness to
delivery.

6. Many teachers, knowing the admission of a student for a particular topic, only welcome the writing
cribs, because they consider it with colossal work, which is also worthy of a positive mark in the
credit book.

So now it becomes clear why many modern students are so often resorted to such forbidden tips,
and they are not afraid to risk even on the exam at the most strict teacher. Some individuals do not
represent their lives at all without cribs, since the main task in preparation is not just to make such a
hint, but also to reliably hide it so that even the most upscale professional failed to find during
delivery.

Why not write cribs?
However, along with the benefit from the cribs, there is also a certain harm that is represented not
only by a bad mark in the test book, but also the final disappointment of the teacher in a concrete
new student. What are the cons of such creativity, and how can they influence further study at the
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university?

1. Inappropriate use of cheat sheets on the exam may remove even the most balanced teacher. He,
without understanding, will finish the exam ahead of time, and the student's assessment will
definitely not please their prospects.

2. The nervousness and conditions of the strongest stress can also play a cruel joke with a student,
and the answer to the question in the cheat sheet will be found wrong, which will only worsen the
situation on the exam and the cause of additional issues.

How to get rid of excitement before the exam?

3. Since all the cribs are written off from reference literators, teachers very quickly expose the
printed student when checking, since to distinguish the "amateur thoughts" from the "quotation of
classics", so to speak, easy and simple. And examiners these topics in the textbooks speak by
heart.

4. Even unused the cheat sheet may noticeably exacerbate the already elaborated atmosphere, for
example, dropping out of the same sleeves at the most inopportune moment and in the eyes of the
"Tag". And then something to prove to the examiner is very difficult and problematic, but the bad
assessment in the statement is provided.

5. Students who have a cheat sheet lead themselves when surrendering nervously and fussy, once
again causing attention to their restless person. The teachers are alarming such activity, and they
keep in sight of this firm.

6. If the fellow students know about the presence of cribs, you will not give living on the exam,
always questioning the prompt and distract from writing responsible work.

Write-cheat sheets - but try not to write off

So opinions in this issue were noticeably divided: where some students of the crib are considered to
be a true salvation, and others are a bad adoption and harbinger of failures. However, in any case,
this issue should not go on the masses, and choose the most subjective position for yourself and
stick to it throughout the study process.


